The lack of comments to the request is stunningly shocking. This new academic product is at risk to the dealers but also to the investor.

Any data accessed online or transmitted online has no privacy. The use of T.O.R., the Onion Router and ICANN/IANA remind us there is no privacy.

Google, the Internet Archive and others copy and same all data. Ashley Madison, Google and Facebook are three prime examples that deleted is not gone. Deleted is gone until someone restores it, more often not the content creator. Julian Assange, Bradley Manning, Jonathan Pollard and Snowden are four examples of data being accessed by parties with mal-intent.

"Investor Ed" is not using investors and brokers for studies but "investor ed" is publishing required data on brokerage reps clarifying otherwise not doing so on IA v BD matters is at a cost.

All proposals and content must be compliant with the President Clinton's Memorandum On Plain Writing

[1] that was followed in 2010 with President Obama's Act On Plain Writing.

[2] Need disclosure of the academics along with disclosure of what the academics are being paid. Need disclosure of who is accessing the data. Need a pre-disclosure of the proposed study topics in advance of the program implementation. Need to know that dead accounts, accounts a client no longer uses, are not going to be used in S.R.O. studies.

A lot of data is already missing that before F.I.N.R.A. steps in to getting permission to collect data must be addressed. Moreso, there is an ingenuousness in that programs already used by the industry are stalking clients accounts and emails and pushing product.

F.I.N.R.A. states it is about investor protection. In no particular order, for investor protection:

State in large block letters that FINRA has no oversight of investment clients and investment advisors and that any decision reached in a FINRA DRS can be litigated in a Court of Law.
State in large block letters that all settlement agreements signed within the FINRA DRS forum are non-binding in that Congress has given no oversight to FINRA of investment clients and investment advisors.

Provide client a copy of all account papers once an investment has been accepted as a client by the firm/financial consultant.

Make it mandatory that an investor, at will, can and must be provided a cover-to-cover copy of the investment clients files and all correspondences, profiles etc.

All type fonts/picas including but not limited to disclaimers must be in a print large enough for old people and people with visual disabilities to read with or without glasses.

Provide a list of all civil actions by and against the FINRA DRS arbitrators/mediators, members.

Provide a list of all complaints in FINRA by and against the FINRA DRS arbitrators/mediators, members.

Provide a list of all settlement agreements by and against the FINRA DRS arbitrators/mediators, members.

Make each and every FINRA employee and/or DRS participant in a FINRA DRS process aware they are not protected in that FINRA is not a government agency, and that any FINRA Case Manager, Mediator/Arbitrator will be liable for criminal charges of obstruction of justice and or accessory to crimes if they block witnesses, expert witness and production of discovery requested from the FINRA business league member by the investment client complainant.

All lawyers representing clients in financial SRO forum must provide their Bar number and the Bar number of each and every attorney participating in the DRS forum, in lead attorney or as support staff inclusive of emails, letters, texts, pleadings, faxes, voicemails, and other communications, electronic or otherwise.

Advise investment clients, investment advisors, brokers and dealers that ALL lawyers arguing in a FINRA forum must be licensed in compliance to the local Bar association, that any lawyer arguing in a FINRA forum without being licensed in the local forum cannot collect fees for representing a client.

Advise investment clients, investment advisors, brokers and dealers that ALL lawyers arguing in a FINRA forum without being licensed in compliance with local and state law is to be reported to that lawyer's foreign state Bar Association without repercussion to the complainant. Any steps taken directly or indirectly against the complainant to the Bar, will result in criminal charges to that attorney and/or the person through which communications were transmitted, 2nd or 3rd party or otherwise.

A lawyer who threatens a complainant to the attorneys Bar Ethics committee will suffer criminal charges.

All out-of-state lawyers representing clients must either seek and be granted permission to argue in that forum prior to beginning to represent their client in the proceeding or, in the alternative, find a local attorney to turn represent the client. The attorney can seek pro-hac vice. There can be no grey area,
representing a client's interests, even by correspondence, in a state where the attorney is not licensed is practicing law without a license in that state. The attorney practicing law in a foreign state without the proper licensing or submitting Pro Hac Vice is doing so knowing they are accepting the punishing terms their home state has determined in to that state's bar association.

Advise investment clients, investment advisors, brokers and dealers that ALL lawyers arguing in a FINRA forum must be licensed in compliance to the local Bar association.

FINRA is not a neutral forum. FINRA is a 501 (c )(6), a business league that collects dues from its business league members, the persons/entities that investment clients brought complaints against. Groups like P.I.A.B.A., N.A.S.A.A. themselves are business leagues that, like FINRA are using investment clients misfortunes for the benefit of the group’s membership.

All SRO's as legislated by Congress to be able to exist, not just the singular SRO FINRA that the SEC has allowed to act as the only SRO, must publish publicly on their website the names and identities and resumes of all the participating Arbitrators/mediators along with all the arbitrators/mediators decisions, parties, providing a voting record similar to what one would find in the court records as do J.A.M.S., Fed. Arm., WIPO, World Intellectual Property Organization records.

In that F.I.N.R.A. is a business league accepting dues from its members, F.I.N.R.A. is not neutral, is unable since not being a neutral forum to conduct Arbitrations between investment clients, investment advisors and F.I.N.R.A. members. In that F.I.N.R.A. has been conducting arbitrations under false impression that approved by Congress, all arbitrations since 2007 involving investment clients, investment advisors, must be annulled along the investment client the opportunity to take their claim to the proper forum the courts that F.I.N.R.A. blocked, obstructing justice. A F.I.N.R.A. claim that a client made that decision was allowed to be conducted in a F.I.N.R.A. forum is an obstruction of justice, that will not be barred being revisited by any claim of Statue Of Limitations having passed.

Any decision within F.I.N.R.A. that was appealed in the Courts will be given the same consideration of being reviewed and annulled if the matter was presented to the Court as having been arbitrated compliant to the F.A.A., Federal Arbitration Act.

F.I.N.R.A. members are licensed on a state by state license basis which subjects F.I.N.R.A. members to state law, the U.C.C., Universal Commercial Code, not Federal law as F.I.N.R.A. claims its arbitrations are bound by. The F.A.A. is for Maritime issues. The way this is going F.I.N.R.A. is a sinking ship. Maybe maritime law should apply.

FINRA must make sure that each BD/Brokerage provide U4's that are completed with fingerprints and are signed rather than as exist currently, many are unsigned without fingerprints attached. Fingerprints and signatures are required by law enforcement that are mandatory in determining frauds of forgery and theft.
F.I.N.R.A. has two codes of procedure, one code of procedure for its members and one code of procedure for investors. F.I.N.R.A. should not have a code of procedure for investors. Congress' laws the S.E.C. is supposed to effect are for disputes between brokers and brokerages.

Provide list of all regulators decisions against firm by any agency- FTC, CFTC, IRS, etc

F.I.N.R.A. does not define 3rd parties, not stating, if, for example, the United Nations, Swift, the Egemont Group or others are going to be users of the data. A public university is just that a public university no different than the university that the Hathi Trust attached itself to for claim of non profit status accessing data, books, from which the Hathi Trust makes money, no different than Stanford University from which the evolving technologies already taking people's analytics have been developing new product up to and including Alphabet Holdings, a black hole concept that F.I.N.R.A. does not require its dues paying members to declare what is gone on inside the Holdings name. Simply, there is no trail, no accountability for the harmed party.

The proposed periods of time have no bearing in that in a climate of fraud that F.I.N.R.A. has been perpetrating on the investment Main Street is still a climate of fraud. 12 months or 24 months makes no difference. The clients identity is proprietary.

In that the Academic Trace Data provides that elements are to be determined from time to time by FINRA in its discretion, this is a train wreck determined to happen, derailed in F.I.N.R.A.'s favor not for the benefit or gain of the Investment client F.I.N.R.A. uses to achieve its non profit status.

The Academic Trace Data is a thinly disguised existing concept in the tech industry and markets. A horse of a different color will always just be a horse of a different color as is F.I.N.R.A. still is the NASD running the old end game, at a cost to Main Street.


--

Sincerely

Carrie Devorah

562 688 2883

Founder

THE CENTER FOR COPYRIGHTS INTEGRITY
www.centerforcopyrightintegrity.com[centerforcopyrightintegrity.com]

Where ARTS, IP, ID, IT and ENFORCEMENT Come Together In One Voice Against Online Theft Of Content and Commerce

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I93F73UYmsw&feature=youtu.be[youtube.com]

CCIA : Profiler : trained MPI : LACBA-DRS : CA-BSIS

Actively built the 1st discrete site crime analysis lab on a campus in North America


Retired White House News Photographers Association Alumnus Covering Capitol Hill and the White House for Almost a Decade

DISCLAIMER :

With the continuing crossing and interfacing of platforms both on & off line both with & without our knowledge nor approval to note nothing sent over the Internet anymore is ever private nor should be presumed to be so. If it is that much of a secret, say nothing. If you must? Take a lesson from our military- hand write the note, chew then swallow